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 PRACTICE QUESTION PAPER-2 

CLASS: XII 

Session: 2022-23 

Subject: English – Core (301) 
 

Time Allowed : 3 hours                                                                Maximum Marks : 80 
 

General Instructions : 

(1) 15-minute prior reading time allotted for Q-paper reading. 

(2)  The Question Paper contains THREE sections-READING, WRITING and LITERATURE. 

(3)  Attempt questions based on specific instructions for each part. Write the correct question number 

in your answer sheet to indicate the option/s being attempted. 

SECTION-A : READING SKILLS (20 Marks) 
 

1.  Read the passage given below.       [10] 

1. The sage of science, Einstein, was sitting in a depressive and pensive mood one evening. His 

eyes were brimming with tears. The pain was evident on his face. He peeped out of the window 

of his room. The sun had set a few minutes back. The sky was filled with a reddish glow. At 

this sunset, he felt that it was humanity that had sunk into devilish darkness and the reddish 

glow in the sky was the blood of humanity spilling all over the sky from earth. With tired steps, 

he walked back to his chair and settled down. It was the 9th of August 1945. Three days back, 

he had felt the same agony as if someone had torn him apart. He was deeply hurt and depressed 

when he heard on the radio that America had dropped an atom bomb on the Japanese city, 

Hiroshima. Today, within three days another bomb was dropped on another city, Nagasaki and 

lakhs of people had been killed. 

2.  He had heard that the blast released so much energy that it had paled all past destructions in 

comparison and death had played out a pitiable dance of destruction. The flames that broke out 

of the bomb were burning, melting and exploding buildings. Scared of the heat of the bomb, 

people had jumped into lakes and rivers, but the water was boiling and the people too were 

burnt and killed. The animals in the water were already boiled to death. Animals, trees, herbs, 

fragrant flowering plants were all turned into ashes. The atomic energy destruction had just not 

stopped there. It had entered the atmosphere there and had spread radiation that would affect 

people for generations to come and would also bring about destructive irreversible biological 

change in animals and plants. 

3.  As the news of the atomic attack reached Einstein, and he became aware of the glaring horror 

of the abuse of atomic energy, his distress and restlessness knew no bounds. He could not 

control himself and picked up his violin to turn his mind on to other things. While playing the 

violin, he tried to dissolve his distress in its sad notes, but couldn't. He was burning on the 

embers of destruction; his heart was filled with an ocean of agony and tears just continued 

streaming uncontrollably out of his eyes. Night had fallen. His daughter came up and asked 

him to eat something as he had not taken anything for the last four days. His voice was 

restrained and he said, 'I don't feel like eating.' 
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He could not sleep that night. Lying down, he was thinking how he had drawn the attention of 

the then American President Roosevelt towards the destructive powers of an atomic bomb. He 

had thought that this would be used to scare Hitler and put an end to the barbarism that Hitler 

was up to. However, Roosevelt kept him in the dark and made false promises. Eventually, he 

had abused Einstein's equation of E=mc2 that resulted in the destructive experiments. His 

actions had made science and scientists as murderers. Einstein kept on thinking for a long time. 

Eventually, he slipped into sleep. When he woke up at dawn, there was a new dawn in him too. 

The atomic threat had transformed his heart. 

The next day, he decided to disassociate himself from the scientific policy of the government 

and all governmental institutions. He decided to open educational institutions for children, 

adolescents and youth ‘institutions where along with science, spirituality will be compulsorily 

taught. 

4.  To inaugurate this institution, he had invited two great philosophers, Bertrand Russell and 

Albert Schweitzer. Ten other great scientists who had owned Nobel Prizes in different fields 

were also invited. They all saw a different Einstein, not a great scientist but a sage in him. The 

institution was opened by garlanding a photo of Mahatma Gandhi. While garlanding the 

Mahatma, he became emotional and said with a lump in his throat, 'I bow down to the great 

man who fought for the independence of his country through non-violence. He could do so 

because he was a truthful man and true spiritualist. 

5.  Those who teach science should be taught, spirituality too. Without harmony between science 

and spirituality, the destruction would continue unabated. A few years after this institution was 

built, a Japanese delegation came to meet him. Einstein broke down in the meeting and said. 

'You can give me any punishment and I will accept it. Anyway, I have decided to lead my life 

in penitence.' The Japanese were moved by this sincerity and forgot their grief. 

 Based on your understanding of the passage, answer the questions given below.  [1 × 10 = 10] 

(i)  Besides two great philosophers how many other scientists were invited by Einstein to 

inaugurate the institution where spirituality would be compulsorily taught? [1] 

 (A) 5    (B) 10    (C) 8    (D) 15 

(ii)  Which musical instrument did Einstein play when he was in grief?  [1] 

 (A) Harmonium (B) Guitar  (C) Violin  (D) Flute 

(iii)  Einstein came to know that America had dropped an atom bomb on the Japanese city, 

Hiroshima through        [1] 

 (A) television     (B) newspaper 

 (C) radio     (D) a telephonic message 

(iv)  What did Einstein say to the Japanese delegation?    [1] 
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(v)  What did Einstein do to show his displeasure over the atomic attack?  [1] 

 (A) He decided to open a science laboratory.  

 (B) He decided to establish an Educational Institution. 

 (C) He disassociated himself from governmental institutions. 

 (D) He invited two great philosophers.  

(vi)  The depressive mood of Einstein was compared to:     [1] 

 (A) Sunrise   (B) Sunset  

 (C) Devilish darkness  (D) Tired steps 

(vii)  What made Einstein more restless and sleepless?   [1] 

 (A) When America was hit by atomic bomb  

 (B) When Nagasaki was hit by atom bomb  

 (C) When atom bomb was dropped on Hiroshima by America 

 (D) Both (B) and (C)  

(viii)  Pick out the event after which Einstein could not control himself and tried to play instrument to 

divert his mind.     [1] 

 (A) The news of atomic attack 

 (B) By inventing sad notes  

 (C) Over barbarism of Hitler 

 (D) When he was pained by false promises 

(ix)  Which event in 1945, according to Einstein, turned science and scientists into murderers? 

      [1] 

(x)  Which philosopher did Einstein invite to inaugurate the new institution? [1] 

 

2.  Read the passage given below:       [10] 

(1)  Parents of teenagers or preteens should realize the normal struggles with fads, music and other 

efforts of independence occur in every family. Once they know that, they can relax more and 

worry less about how their children are “turning out”. Chances are they will be just fine, and 

the challenging teen will grow up to be a responsible adult. 

(2)  In the early years of children’s lives, parents are the most important figures in their world. 

Their approval, love and support are critical to children. Consequently, much of what children 

do and say is aimed at maintaining that love and approval. As children get older and have more 

contact with people other than their parents, their behaviour and attitude will be influenced by 

other people. 
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(3)  When children are young, many parents maintain control over most aspects of their child’s life. 

These parents choose their child’s clothes, friends, hobbies and so on. As children grow older, 

they realize they can never grow into adults without having control of their lives. 

Consequently, teens begin to fight for control. 

(4)  For teens, this struggle for adulthood is terribly risky because they risk losing the most 

important thing in their lives — the love of parents. At the same time, parents may feel 

rejected, hurt and anxious about teens’ abilities to care for themselves. Their struggle is 

stressful because everyone cares so greatly about each other. 

(5)  A common complaint from teens is that parents “want me to be the way they want me to be.” 

In other words, many parents want a certain career, appearance or college for their teen. These 

parents experience varying amounts of disappointment and sometimes anger because their 

children fail to live up to the parents’ expectations. 

(6)  Accepting teens as individuals who will have to make their own decisions about how to be an 

adult in the world can be extremely hard to do. But the healthy teen will grow up and do just 

that. Parents who reject their teen for failing to follow the parents’ plans or who reject some 

aspect of their teen’s life may find themselves painfully alienated from this person who they 

care about so much. 

(7)  A survey was conducted where 500 teenagers were asked a question “What is the one thing 

your parents can do to make you happier?”. The responses of the teenagers were presented in 

the form a pie chart. 

  

 

Money 

30% 

Freedom 

20% 

Nothing 

28% 

Argue less 

10% 

More  

attention 

12% 

 

 Based on your understanding of the passage, answer the questions given below. [1 × 10 = 10] 

(i)  What are the normal struggles between parents and teenagers?  [1] 

 (A) Efforts of independence   (B) Efforts of dependence 

 (C) Efforts of pre-dependence  (D) Efforts of affection 
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(ii)  What can the parents do when they know how their children are turning out? [1] 

 (A) Sing   (B) Dance  (C) Clap   (D) Relax 

(iii)  What is the challenging teen likely to grow up into?   [1] 

 (A) A responsible citizen   (B) A responsible adult 

 (C) A responsible lawyer   (D) A responsible social worker 

(iv)  Who are the most important figure in the world in the early years of children’s lives? [1] 

 (A) Parents   (B) Siblings  (C) Friends   (D) Teachers 

(v)  Which of these pictorials is the closest representation of the people saying ‘Nothing’?  [1] 

 (A)      (B)   

 (C)     (D)   

(vi)  Which of these statements is correct?     [1] 

 (A) Teens begin to fight for respect.  (B) Teens begin to fight for trust. 

 (C) Teens begin to fight for money.  (D) Teens begin to fight for control. 

(vii)  Why is the struggle for adulthood terrible risky?   [1] 

 (A) They risk losing the bond of friends.  

 (B) They risk losing the trust of siblings. 

 (C) They risk losing the love of parents.  

 (D) They risk losing the respect for teachers. 

(viii)  Which word in the passage means same as ‘isolate’ (used in para 6)? [1] 

 (A) Reject   (B) Accept  (C) Alienate   (D) Grow 

(ix)  What is the common complaint of teens?     [1] 

(x)  Select the most suitable title for the above passage.   [1] 

 (A) Growing up pains    (B) Parental controls 

 (C) Teens v/s parents    (D) Parental care 
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SECTION-B : CREATIVE WRITING SKILLS (20 Marks) 
III.  All the names and addresses used in the questions are fictitious. Resemblance, if any, is 

purely coincidental.                              [20] 

1.  Attempt ANY ONE from A and B given below.    [5] 

(A) You are Smitha/Sunil, Secretary AVM Housing Society. You are going to organise a 

yoga camp. Write a notice in not more than 50 words, urging the members of your 

society to come in large numbers to attend the camp. Invent all the necessary details. 

OR 

(B) You are Smrithi/Saran of Victoria Public School, Hyderabad .Your school has 

organised a Science Exhibition in connection with the death anniversary of Ramanujan. 

Write a notice in not more than 50 words inviting students to participate in it. Provide 

all the necessary details. 

 

2. Attempt ANY ONE from A and B given below.    [5] 

(A) As the principal of Ahilya Devi Women's College, you have been invited to inaugurate 

a Book Exhibition in Swami Vivekananda School. Draft a reply to the invitation in not 

more than 50 words, expressing your inability to attend the function. You are 

Tarun/Tranvi. 

OR 

(B) Draft a formal invitation for the House Warming ceremony of your new home, 45/102, 

Preet Vihar New Delhi. You are Satish Sharma. 
 

3.  Attempt ANY ONE from A and B given below.       [5]  

(A) You are Anand/Arti of 14, Model Town, New Delhi. You have seen an advertisement 

in The Hindu for the post of Chief Chef in a 5-Star Hotel. Apply for the job with 

complete 

 bio-data. Write in 120-150 words. 

OR 

(B) When cricket teams go abroad the members are allowed to take their wives, even 

friends along with them. Does this fact distract them or help them to focus on their 

game in a better way ? If it is good, why don’t we allow our athletes to enjoy the same 

privilege ? Write a letter to editor of a national daily in 120-150 words giving your 

views on the issue. You are Navtej/Navita, M-114 Mount Kailash, Kanpur. 

 

4. Attempt ANY ONE from A and B given below.    [5] 

(A) A few teachers and students from the Edwin University had visited your school on an 

exchange programme. You welcomed them grandly. Write a report in 125-150 words 

on the celebration. You are Brijesh/Bhawna. 

OR 

(B) Write an article in 150-200 words on how we can make India a carefree and enjoyable 

place for women when they can go wherever they like to without any fear of being 

stared at, molested or discriminated against. You are Navneet/Nivedita.   
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SECTION-C : LITERATURE  (40 Marks) 
 

IV. Read the given extracts to attempt the questions with reference to context. [40] 

1.(A) Of all the thousand selfish cars that pass, 

 Just one to inquire what a farmer’s prices are, 

 And one did stop, but only to plow up grass 

 In using the yard to back and turn around; 

 And another to ask the way to where it was bound;  

 And another to ask could they sell it a gallon of gas 

 They couldn’t (this crossly); they had none, didn’t it see?  

 (i)  Why did the first of the cars stop at the stand?  [1] 

 (A) to buy wild berries   (B) to ask the price of their stuff 

 (C) to buy some flowers    (D) to use the yard in order to turn back 

(ii)  Why did the second car stop there?      [1] 

 (A) to ask the way    (B) to use the yard in order to turn back 

 (C) to buy some flower   (D) none of the above 

(iii)  Who are referred to as’ selfish’      [1] 

 (A) The people in power 

 (B) The villagers 

 (C) The rich travelling in cars without thinking of the poor roadside standers 

 (D) None of the above 

(iv)  Name the poet who composed these lines?     [1] 

 (A) Walt Whitman    (B) Stephen Spender 

 (C) Robert Frost    (D) John Keats 

(v)  Select a word from passage to complete the following analogy.  [1] 

 Rate: price:: petrol: ………… 

(vi)  Why did the cars stop there?       [1] 

 (A) to ask the way 

 (B) to take turn 

 (C) to ask if they could give him a gallon of gas 

 (D) all the above 
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OR 

1. (B) Aunt Jennifer’s fingers fluttering through her wool 

  Find even the ivory needle hard to pull. 

 The massive weight of Uncle’s wedding band 

 Sits heavily upon Aunt Jennifer’s hand. 

(i)  "Fluttering" here  means.       [1] 

 (A) moving nervously    (B) moving boldly 

 (C) moving proudly    (D) moving rudely 

(ii)  Which literary device is used in the line – ‘Aunt Jennifer’s fingers fluttering through 

her wool’?         [1] 

 (A) metaphor     (B) simile  

 (C) alliteration     (D) all of these 

(iii)  What does the line ‘The massive weight of Uncle’s wedding band’ imply? [1] 

 (A) the ring is very heavy 

 (B) the responsibilities of marriage are too many 

 (C) both A & B 

 (D) none of these 

(iv)  Why is she finding the needle so hard to pull?    [1] 

 (A) because of weak fingers    

 (B) because it is heavy 

 (C) because of her fears  

  (D) because it is made of ivory 

(v)  What does wedding ring represent ?      [1] 

 (A) beauty 

 (B) expenses 

 (C) unnecessary pressures of her dominant husband and responsibilities of married life 

 (D) none 

(vi)  Give an adjective that best describe Aunt Jennifer.    [1] 
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2.(A) Attempt ANY ONE of two extracts given.      [1 × 4 = 4] 

 Climate change is one of the most hotly contested environmental debates of our time. Will the 

West Antarctic ice sheet melt entirely. Will the Gulf Stream Ocean current be disrupted? Will 

it be the end of the world as we know it? May be, May be not. Either way, Antarctica is a 

crucial element in this debate- not just because it’s the only place in the world, which has never 

sustained a human population and therefore remains relatively pristine in this respect; but more 

importantly, because it holds in its ice- cores half-million-years-old carbon records trapped in 

its layers of ice. If we want to study and examine the Earth’s past, present and future, 

Antarctica is the place to go. 

 (i) Complete the analogy with a suitable word. Crucial: vital :: pristine:. [1] 

 (ii) The debate relates to:         [1] 

  (A) Atlantic Ocean    (B) North America 

  (C) Increasing human population  (D) Climate change 

 (iii)  The above extract has been taken from the lesson:    [1] 

  (A) Journey to the End of the Earth  (B) The Third Level 

  (C) The Enemy     (D) On the Face of It 

 (iv)  Who is the author?         [1] 

OR 

2. (B) As I glanced at the long chain of tables, I caught the eyes of a paleface women upon me. 

Immediately I dropped my eyes, wondering why I was so keenly watched by the strange 

woman. The man ceased his mutterings, and then a third bell was tapped. Everyone picked up 

his knife and fork and began eating. I began crying instead, for by this time I was afraid to 

venture anything more. 

(i)  What does "afraid to venture anything more" imply?   [1] 

(ii)  Select the word that best describes the author:    [1] 

(A) Timid  (B) Brave  (C) Active  (D) confused 

 (iii) Why was the narrator wondering?      [1] 

 (iv) A paleface woman refers to:       [1] 

(A) The headmistress    (B) The hostel warden 

(C) A school maid    (D) The class teacher of the narrator. 
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3. (A) Attempt ANY ONE of two extracts given.   [1 × 4 = 4] 

 His wife, Caroline, writes in her diary for 14 October 1892 that their day was wrecked by two 

 reporters from Boston. She reports her husband as saying to the reporters, “Why do I refuse to 

 be interviewed? Because it is immoral! It is a crime, just as much of a crime as an offence 

 against my person, as an assault, and just as much merits punishment. It is cowardly and vile. 

No respectable man would ask it, much less give it.” 

(i)  State whether the following statement is true or false with reference to the extract. 

There should be punishments for reporters too for chasing someone. [1] 

(ii)  What attitude of Rudyard Kipling towards an interviewer is shown by Caroline’s 

remark in her diary?        [1] 

 (A) Praiseworthy    (B) Condemnatory  

 (C) Neutral     (D) None of the above 

(iii)  Whom does ‘I’ refer to in the lines above?     [1] 

 (A) V.S. Naipaul    (B) Lewis Carroll 

 (C) Rudyard Kipling    (D) H.G. Wells 

(iv)  Which of the following is an appropriate explanation of the given statements? 

Caroline’s husband seems to hate reporters because:    [1] 

 (A) He is not in good terms with them. 

 (B) They have been chasing his wife. 

 (C) They have penetrated into his personal space. 

 (D) He has got bored of giving interviews. 

(v) Select a word from the extract, which is the synonym of ‘attack’  [1] 

(vi) What does ‘it’ stand for in the last line?     [1] 

OR 

3.(B) Seeing me sitting at my desk tearing up newspapers day in and day out, most people thought I 

was doing next to nothing. It is likely that the Boss through likewise too. So anyone who felt I 

should be given some occupation would barge into my cubicle and deliver an extended lecture. 

“The ‘boy’ in the makeup department had decided I should be enlightened on how great 

literary talent was being allowed to go waste in a department fit only for barbers and perverts. 

Soon I was praying for crowd-shooting all the time.” Nothing short of it could save me from 

his epics. 

(i)  Find out a word from the extract which is close in meaning to ‘to be made known or 

aware’          [1] 

 (ii)  What was the public opinion about the narrator's work ?    [1] 

 (A) His talent was going waste  (B) He was doing next to nothing 

 (C) His work was very important  (D) None of the above 
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(iii)  What does the ‘boy’ want the narrator to be enlightened on?  [1] 

 (A) He was fit for the job of a barber   

 (B) His great literary talent was going waste 

 (C) He was suitable for crowd shooting 

 (D) None of the above 

(iv)  Fill the appropriate word that best describe ‘the boy’ in the blank.  

 Writer: attentive:: the boy:…………..     [1] 

(v) Who among the following was supposed to work. In the department that was fit for 

only barbers and perverts ?       [1] 

 (A) The office boy     

 (B) The narrator 

 (C) The chief make up man    

 (D) The senior assistant 

(vi)  Identify the reason why the writer prayed for crowd-shooting. 

 

V. Answer ANY FIVE of the following in about 40-50 words each.    [5 × 2 = 10] 

 (i)   Describe the irony in Saheb’s name. 

 (ii)   Why was Gandhi opposed to C.F. Andrews helping him in Champaran? 

 (iii)  What hospitality did the peddler receive from the crofter ? 

 (iv)  How does Kamala Das try to put away the thoughts of her ageing mother? 

 (v)  ‘Life is what it is all about..…’ How is keeping quiet related to life ? 

 (vi) Mention the things of beauty that add joy to our life.  

 

VI.  Answer ANY TWO of the following in about 40-50 words each.  [2 × 2 = 4] 

 (i)  When he was only ten days old, a prediction was made about the future of the Tiger 

King. What was ironic about it ? 

 (ii)  What was his father’s chief concern about Dr. Sadao ? 

 (iii)  If you were to give a different ending to the story ‘On the face of it’ how would you end 

it? 
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VII.  Answer ANY ONE of the following in about 120-150 words.   [1 × 5 = 5] 

 (i) Every teenager has a hero/heroine to admire. So many times they become role models 

for them. What is wrong if Sophie fantasizes about Danny Casey and is ambitious in 

life? 

OR 

 (ii) Our native language is a part of our culture and we are proud of it. How does the 

presence of village elders in the classroom and M. Hamel’s last lesson show their love 

for French ? 

 

VIII.  Answer ANY ONE of the following in about 120-150 words.  [1 × 5 = 5] 

(i) Derry sneaked into Mr. Lamb’s garden and it became a turning point in his life.  

Comment.  

OR 

(ii) Do you think Dr. Sadao’s final decision was the best possible one in the circumstances?  

Why/why not ? Explain with reference to the story ‘The Enemy. 

 


